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insulated from each other. The part which is to be in continu-
ous service* has the larger number of turns. The smaller coil of a
less number of turns is used only in accelerating the car. The
four larger coils of the main operating fields arc connected per-
manently in series and likewise the four smaller coils arc similarly
connected* When the ear is being accelerated the eight coils are
in series, thus producing a more powerful field and a correspond-
ingly greater tractive effort for the same value of current than if
the group of four larger coils alone were, in the circuit. When the
car has nearly reached full speed the series of smaller field coils is
cut out, thus reducing the field and giving higher speed for a given
current.
The* saving of energy with field control motors may be quite an
appreciable amount, it being from 0 to 10 per cent, in frequent
stop city service and from 4 to 7 per cent, on elevated lines,
Pressed Steel Motors* --Of still more recent development is the
pressed steel motor, Fig, 127. Open hearth steel plates are
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pressed into the denim I shapes by enormous presses for the yoke,
frame and other integral parts of the motor. These are all assem-
bled and held together by hot-driven rivets. The result is a motor
whose iron parts are 30 per cent, less in weight in the 30 to 50 hp.
Kifcos, and ntill lighter in proportion in larger ratings, whose mag-
netic. drcuitrt can be ofwrated at a higher density on account of the
boiler magnetic qualitleB of the Bteol and whose every part is
Btrong, unbreakable*,, free from blowholes and in all ways more
reliable than the, cant wlec! parts of the ordinary motor.
The principal drawback to the manufacture of pressed steel
motors J« the exponwvo equipment required for pressing out the
motor parts. This factor restricts the manufacture of this type
of motor to the mont popular ratings.

